ABSTRACT Compared to orthogonal multiple access (OMA), non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) can achieve higher spectral efficiency by exploiting the power domain multiplexing. In this paper, we investigate the performance of NOMA in a two-tier heterogeneous network (HetNet) with non-uniform small cell deployment, where critical performance metrics like coverage probability and achievable rate are analyzed. First, a NOMA-based HetNet model is established, where users are paired based on the proposed user pairing scheme. Then the distribution of the order statistics for the distances between different NOMA users and the serving base station (BS) is presented considering the channel qualities from the NOMA users to the BSs. On this basis, we analytically demonstrate the impact of various network parameters on the coverage probability and achievable rate of NOMA users, such as signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio threshold and BS density. Furthermore, an analysis is presented to provide insight into the energy efficiency of the considered system. Finally, extensive simulation and comparisons are conducted, which validate the advantages of NOMA over OMA in the considered HetNet environment.
I. INTRODUCTION
Non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) is widely recognized as an attractive candidate multiple access solution in the next generation wireless communication systems [1] , [2] . Compared to traditional orthogonal multiple access (OMA), NOMA can significantly improve the spectral efficiency by exploiting the power domain multiplexing through multiple users sharing the same time and frequency resource. This can be achieved by applying superposition coding (SC) at the transmitter and successive interference cancellation (SIC) at the receivers. Specifically, the transmitter superimposes signals of multiple users in the power domain, which can be achieved by allocating different powers to different users at the same time and frequency. At the user side, a user firstly attempts to decode and remove the signals of other users, and subsequently decodes its own desired signal [3] . It has been demonstrated that applying NOMA at the users who have the most distinctive channel conditions can achieve higher data rate [4] , [5] . Typically, the user with a better channel condition has a better chance to decode the signal of the user with a worse channel condition, and is allocated with less power by the base station (BS) to maintain user fairness in terms of data rate [6] .
Due to the promising benefits of NOMA, it has received considerable attention in next generation wireless networks with massive access demands [7] , [8] . The literature shows that NOMA is compatible with multiple key enabling techniques in the fifth generation (5G) systems including but not limited to cooperative communications, relay networks, cognitive radios and etc. But there still exist some challenges need to be addressed before the widespread applications of NOMA, such as the combination of NOMA and multi-cell networks [9] . Further researches need to be carried out to investigate the advantages and disadvantages for the deployment of NOMA in 5G wireless communication systems.
A. RELATED WORK AND MOTIVATION
Diamantoulakis et al. [10] studied the application of NOMA in a wireless-powered uplink communication system. In [11] , the outage probability of users was investigated in a NOMA-based simultaneous wireless information and power transmission system. By developing minimum Euclidean distance precoder, Chen and Dai [12] threw light on the multi-user multiple input multiple output (MIMO) NOMA downlink transmissions. Kamel et al. [13] proposed a general mathematical framework to compute the average downlink rate in the ultra-dense network (UDN) environment, which helped overcome the capacity limitations imposed by the backhaul links. In [14] , Liu et al. proved that MIMO-NOMA can always achieve a higher sum channel capacity than MIMO-OMA. In [15] , the impact of relay selection on cooperative NOMA was studied, in which the users with better channel conditions acted as relays to improve the transmission reliability of the users with poor channel conditions. Tian et al. [16] proposed an opportunistic NOMA scheme in a coordinated multipoint (CoMP) system, which outperformed the conventional joint transmission CoMP in terms of sum-rate and outage probability. In [17] , Men et al. considered a NOMA-based relaying network over Nakagami-m fading channels, for which the outage probability and ergodic sum achievable rate were obtained. The application of NOMA in visible light communications (VLC) was investigated in [18] , where the coverage probability and ergodic sum rate were derived. All aforementioned studies have shown the potential benefits achieved by NOMA compared to OMA in future 5G communication systems. But challenges remain to be solved for combining NOMA with some key-enabling technologies of 5G, such as the massive MIMO and heterogeneous networks (HetNets).
HetNet has been considered as a promising solution to meet the huge traffic demand in future 5G systems [19] . In HetNet, by deploying several kinds of BSs that have different transmit powers and densities, the capacity of the network can be significantly enhanced [20] . Wang et al. [21] and Wu et al. [22] analyzed the coverage performance of HetNets with a non-uniform deployment of small cells, where the small cell base stations (SBSs) located within a prescribed distance away from any macrocell BSs (MBSs) will not be utilized. In view of the fact that the high density of BSs causes severe interference seen at the users from BSs of different tiers, inter-cell interference coordination (ICIC) was proposed to suppress the user interference [23] , e.g., the SIC investigated in [24] . In order to provide a better user experience, the fusion of multiple methods in the 5G system is unavoidable. Therefore, the application of NOMA in HetNet is worth studying.
When considering the application of NOMA in HetNet, Liu et al. [25] proposed a hybrid HetNet, where massive MIMO was employed in macro cells and NOMA was employed in small cells. Results showed that this NOMA enhanced HetNet outperforms the traditional OMA-based HetNet. Liu et al. [26] studied on the downlink coverage performance of the HetNet with both non-cooperative and the proposed cooperative schemes, where the analyses showed that the cooperative NOMA can significantly improve the coverage of all NOMA users subject to proper power allocations among the NOMA users. In [27] , Liu et al. introduced NOMA in the user-centric ultra-dense network (UUDN) , which supports the transmission of multiple signals on the same frequency band. To solve the energy efficiency maximization problem effectively, a stochastic geometry approach was proposed in [28] , for which the spectral efficiency (SE) and energy efficiency (EE) were analyzed. In [29] , accurate analyses were provided for the link throughput of a NOMA user under both the non-cooperative and the proposed cooperative NOMA schemes. Cheng et al. [30] considered the use of NOMA in a multi-user MIMO system where the channel status information (CSI) was estimated based on shared pilot signaling.
Furthermore, user pairing plays a key role in the achievable performance of the NOMA-based cellular networks. Conventionally, it is assumed that two users with different distances to the serving BS, i.e., the near user and the far user, are paired to perform NOMA transmission. In this paper, we jointly consider user association and user pairing in NOMA-based HetNets, for which critical performance metrics like coverage probability and achievable rate are analyzed for the HetNet with non-uniform small cell deployment.
B. MAIN CONTRIBUTIONS
In this paper, we focus on the performance of NOMA-based HetNet with non-uniform small cell deployment, and the contributions of this paper are listed as follows:
• We propose a general NOMA scheme on a nonuniform HetNet, where BSs are distributed independently according to Poisson Point Processes (PPPs) with different densities in different tiers. Within a prescribed distance of the MBSs, the SBSs will go to sleep, thus forming a HetNet with non-uniform SBS deployment. Users associated to a particular BS, based on the maximum average received power, are divided into several groups according to their access method. In this paper, we consider four different kinds of typical users and divide them into two NOMA groups. Then NOMA is performed within each group, whereas OMA is deployed across the groups with the aim of intergroup multiple access.
• General results of the coverage probability and the average achievable rate of a NOMA user are derived by applying stochastic geometry assuming perfect SIC at the user side. We first present the distribution of the order statistics for the distances from different NOMA users to their associated BSs. Next, we analyze the effect of the prescribed distance of MBSs on the coverage probability and the effect of the power allocation factor on the sum achievable rate of a NOMA group.
• Based on the proposed NOMA scheme, we propose a user pairing scheme according and compare it with the random NOMA pairing scheme, in which users associated to the same BSs will be paired into a two-user group randomly. The results demonstrate significant performance gains achieved by the proposed user pairing scheme. Finally, we simulate the performance of NOMA and OMA in the two-tier HetNet where significant performance gains are demonstrated for NOMA over OMA.
C. PAPER ORGANIZATION
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The system model is presented in Section II. Section III and Section IV investigate the coverage probability and the average achievable rate for a NOMA user, respectively. Simulation results are presented in Section V, with the conclusion drawn in Section VI.
II. SYSTEM MODEL A. A TWO-TIER HETEROGENEOUS NETWORK
We consider a HetNet consisting of two tiers of BSs distinguished by their transmit powers and BS densities. The k-th tier BSs, where k ∈ {1, 2}, follow a homogeneous PPP k with density λ k and transmit power P k , where
The MBSs constitute the first tier and the SBSs are the second tier. We define the inner region as the union of locations within a predefined distance D from the MBSs, i.e. A inner = ∪ x∈ 1 B(x, D), while the outer region is defined as the union of locations in which the distance to any MBS is greater than D, i.e., A outer = R 2 \ A inner . To strike a balance between the coverage and energy efficiency, the SBSs in the inner region A inner will not be activated in our considered system model, which results in an approximated PPP distribution of the SBSs. On the other hand, the users are also located following a homogeneous PPP u with density λ u . In both BS tiers, NOMA is utilized for users communicating with BSs. Since generally the density of users is much greater than that of BSs, there are sufficient users associated to an arbitrary BS to perform NOMA transmission. All channels from any users to any BSs are assumed to experience independent and identical Rayleigh fading. The path loss exponent for all links between any BS and any users is denoted by α, with the same the noise power σ 2 . We denote the channel fading coefficient between i-th NOMA user (i ∈ {1, 2}) and the associated BS in the k-th tier as h k,i .
B. USER ASSOCIATION AND USER PAIRING
In conventional user association schemes, the user usually selects the BS that provides the largest long-term average receive power to associate with. At the same time, for offloading the load from the MBS, the transmit power biased factor based on the largest long-term average receive power is considered. In this paper, the user located in the inner region A inner is associated to the nearest MBS, which means when the distance between the user and its nearest MBS is less than D, the user is associated to the MBS. For the user in the outer region A outer , the biased largest long-term average receive power scheme is employed. That is, the user in A outer is associated to the nearest MBS when
2 , otherwise associated to the nearest SBS, where R i denotes the distance between the user and the nearest BS in the i-th BS tier, and β denotes the transmit power biased factor. We define the corresponding power allocation factor of the i-th NOMA user in the k-th tier as a k,i , for which we have
and N k = 2 denotes the number of users in the k-th NOMA group. Besides, according to the characteristics of NOMA, we stipulate that a k,1 < a k,2 . Fig.1 illustrates the proposed user pairing strategy in NOMA groups.
Since NOMA is performed in the downlink transmission, user pairing is an important factor for exploiting the full advantage of NOMA. Traditionally, for a two-user case, the far user and the near user are supposed to be grouped into one pair to perform NOMA, where a lower power factor is allocated to the near user to maintain the user fairness. In this paper, there are four kinds of users according to the user access methods and two kinds of NOMA groups. That is, the near user and far user associated to the k-th tier BSs in the network, are denoted as U k,1 and U k,2 respectively. Then the proposed user association and user pairing scheme can be summarized as
It is obvious that U 1,1 and U 1,2 are associated to MBSs, whereas U 2,1 and U 2,2 are associated to SBSs.
C. SIGNAL-TO-INTERFERENCE-PLUS-NOISE RATIO
In the considered HetNet in which NOMA is employed, the received interference at a NOMA user consists of three parts, namely the intra-tier interference from the BSs in the same tier the user associated with, the inter-tier interference from BSs in the other tier, and the intra-NOMA interference from the signals that have not been decoded in the same NOMA group. It is worth noting that the NOMA user with the best channel condition can cancel the interference from the signals of all other users in the same NOMA group. Now we consider the receiving SINR γ k,i at the i-th NOMA user U k,i in the k-th BS tier. It is assumed that the perfect SIC can be acquired at the user side to decode the signals intended for other users whose channel qualities are worse in the same group. Then for the pairing strategy in NOMA groups as illustrated in Fig.2 , we have
where r k,i is the distance between U k,i and the associated BS, a k,n is the power allocation factor of the n-th NOMA user in the k-th tier. I m,k,i is the aggregate interference from all m-th tier BSs to U k,i , which can be represented as
where h k,i,m,j and r k,i,m,j denote the channel coefficient and distance between U k,i and the j-th BS in the m-th BS tier. O k,i represents the associated BS of U k,i .
k,i represents the interference from the users whose signals cannot be canceled in the NOMA group. In short, for
k,i stands for intra-NOMA interference of U k,1 from the signals of U k,2 , and for U k,2 ,
k,i equals to 0.
III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF COVERAGE PROBABILITY A. DISTANCE DISTRIBUTION
The distribution of the distance from the typical user U k,i to the associated BS, i.e., r k,i , plays a key role in the analysis of coverage probability. So we will present the probability density function (PDF) of r k,i in the following. Lemma 1: The PDF of the distance between the typical user U 1,1 and the associated BS, denoted as r 1,1 , is
Proof: Obviously, we have
which means that when the user is in the inner region, there exists at least one MBS located within a radius of r of user U 1,1 . Since
then the PDF of r 1,1 can be expressed as
Lemma 2: The PDF of the distance between the typical user U 1,2 and the associated BS, denoted as r 1,2 , is
where
Proof: See Appendix A. 
and
Proof: See Appendix A. Lemma 4: The PDF of the distance between the typical user U 2,2 and the associated BS, denoted as r 2,2 , is given in (12) , as shown at the bottom of this page, where
Proof: See Appendix A.
B. COVERAGE PROBABILITY
The coverage probability of a typical user U k,i is defined as the probability that the received SINR γ k,i is greater than a pre-defined threshold. In this section, in order to analyze the coverage probability of NOMA users, we give a general result of four kinds of typical users. According to the definition of coverage probability, we can present the coverage probability ρ k,i for user U k,i as
where ε is the SINR threshold of the users.
Theorem 1: Taking all four kinds of typical users into account, the coverage probability of user U k,i is given as
where L I k,i,m (q) is the Laplace transform of random variable I k,i,m that can be expressed as
and θ k,i = 
IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF AVERAGE ACHIEVABLE RATE
In this section, we derive the average achievable rate of a typical user U k,i within coverage, which can be expressed as
where γ k,i is given by (2).
A. SINGLE USER AVERAGE ACHIEVABLE RATE
We first give the general result of the achievable rate for a typical NOMA user in the downlink. (18) , as shown at the bottom of this page, where
Theorem 2: The achievable rate of the i-th NOMA user in the k-th tier can be expressed as in
Proof: It is well known that the expectation of a non-negative random variable can be rewritten as
Substituting ε with e t − 1 in the expression of θ k,i , we can get P γ k,i > e t − 1 according to (14) . Then the achievable rate can be expressed as in (18) .
B. ENERGY EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS
The EE metric is introduced to characterize the energy consumed for transmitting a piece of information at the access station level. In this paper, we define the EE of a BS as its achievable rate of per unit transmit power, which can be expressed as
where R k,i is given by (18) . Obviously, with a fixed P k , the EE is inversely proportional to the sum of the average achievable rate of a typical user group. In the next section, we will compare the EE of a NOMA group with that of a typical OMA group. Although (19) is not a closed-form expression, it can be efficiently computed to obtain numerical results as opposed to time-consuming Monte Carlo simulations. As will be shown later in Section V, in the case of a certain transmit power, the greater the sum of the average achievable rate of the same user group is, and thus higher EE can be achieved.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we present the numerical results on the coverage probability and average achievable rate of the NOMA users with respect to the SINR threshold and BS density, where comparisons with the OMA system or the random user pairing strategy are conducted. Note that all the results given in this section are based on a two-tier HetNet with MBS as the first tier and SBS as the second tier.
First we present the coverage probability of a two-user NOMA group with respect to SINR threshold in a two-tier HetNet. We also use Monte Carlo to simulate the realistic scenario. In Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 , it can be seen that with path loss exponent α = 4, there is an acceptable deviation between our theoretical analysis and the simulation results. Besides, the impact of the noise causes the difference on the coverage probability of the second NOMA user. When the condition of FIGURE 3. Coverage probability of users associated to MBSs in a two-tier HetNet (λ 2 = 10λ 1 , β = 5, P 1 , P 2 = 10, 1 dBm, a 1,1 , a 1,2 = a 2,1 , a 2,2 = 0.3, 0.7 ). FIGURE 4. Coverage probability of users associated to SBSs in a two-tier HetNet (λ 2 = 10λ 1 , β = 5, P 1 , P 2 = 10, 1 dBm, a 1,1 , a 1,2 = a 2,1 , a 2,2 = 0.3, 0.7 ).
β k,1 > εβ k,2 is not satisfied, where ε is the SINR threshold, the coverage probability of the 1-st NOMA user will be zero.
In Fig. 5 , the relationships between the coverage probability of the typical users versus the radius of the inner region D are presented. When D increases, the coverage probability of the typical user in the inner region decreases, while the coverage probability of the users associated with SBS are almost unchanged. This can be explained by the fact that as D increases, the average distance between the users and MBS reduces, which result in the decrease of the coverage probability of the users associated with MBS.
Then we come to the average achievable rates for a twouser NOMA group. In Fig. 6 , for a given power allocation factor, the achievable rate of U 1,2 , U 2,1 and U 2,2 in MBS and SBS are all improved slightly with the growth of the SBS density. Similar results can be observed for the OMA HetNet case, and the SBS density only slightly change the achievable rate of a user. However, the average achievable rate of U 1,1 decreases significantly when the SBS density increases. This is because a higher SBS density will increase the interference seen at U 1,1 while the useful information keeps same.
When ignoring the noise in the two-tier interferencelimited HetNet, according to (18) , the average achievable rate of a NOMA user depends on its channel condition order no matter which tier it is associated to. Fig. 7 depicts the relationship between the average achievable rate and the power allocation factor, where the weak user allocated with a higher power allocation factor is able to achieve a higher rate than the strong user allocated with a lower power allocation factor.
In Fig. 8 we compare the sum of the average achievable rate of a NOMA group in our scheme with a random user paring strategy, where users associated to the same BS can be paired with each other randomly to form a NOMA group. Obviously, the sum of the average achievable rate of our scheme is much higher than that of the random user pairing strategy. This is in line with the theory that the sum of the average achievable rate of two users in a NOMA group is larger when the channel difference is greater. It is observed that the sum of the average achievable rate of a NOMA group decreases with a higher SBS density, as similar to the result shown Fig. 6 . However, for the random user pairing strategy, the sum of the average achievable rate of users associated to MBS increases with higher SBS density. This is because both users associated to MBS can be in the inner region, and the average achievable rate of U 1,1 is much higher than others, which can offset the impact of interference.
Finally, we present the sum of the average achievable rate for the NOMA groups and the OMA groups in Fig. 9 . In this paper, we use orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) technology to represent OMA technology. In the case that the transmit power of BSs and the frequency band are the same, the achievable rate of users associated to MBS VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 9. Average achievable rate in NOMA group compared to OMA group (D = 100 m, β = 5, P 1 , P 2 = 10, 1 dBm, a 1,1 , a 1,2 = a 2,1 , a 2,2 = 0.3, 0.7 ).
FIGURE 10.
The EE of the BS in NOMA group compared to random NOMA group and OMA group (D = 100 m, β = 5, P 1 , P 2 = 10, 1 dBm,
in our strategy is higher than that in OMA. On the contrary, the achievable rate of users associated to SBS in our strategy is comparable to that in OMA. This means that when the transmitting power of the BSs is small, both the power allocation factor and the channel have an impact on the achievable rate. Besides, as it is shown in Fig. 10 , we can conclude that compared with OMA system, higher EE can be achieved for the users associated to SBSs in the considered NOMA system, while the EE of the users associated to MBSs have little difference.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this paper, we develop a general model for analyzing the performance of NOMA in a two-tier HetNet with nonuniform small cell deployment. For users associated to the BS that provides the maximum average received power, we distinguish their channel qualities in the same NOMA group by the distance between them and the associated BS. Based on the proposed NOMA user pairing scheme, analytical expressions for the coverage probability and average achievable rate are obtained for a NOMA group consisting of two users. The effects of the network parameters such as the BS density and the power allocation factor are investigated. Our results demonstrate that the average achievable rate of a NOMA group is higher than that of a random user pairing NOMA group, and the application of NOMA in HetNet can enhance the EE compared with that of OMA. Some future researches can be carried out to extend the considered NOMA framework to K -tier HetNets, where issues like user fairness can be taken into account in the power allocation scheme. The user pairing scheme based on the spatial distribution of users in a NOMA-based HetNet is also a problem worth investigating.
Appendix A PROOF OF LEMMA 2, 3, 4
Obviously, when the distance between a user and its nearest MBS is more than D but 
Then we have
31106 VOLUME 6, 2018 For the third case we can derive the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of r 2,1 as
then the corresponding PDF can be expressed as
where we denote that R d =
where. For the last case where P 1 R Pr r 2,2 ≤ r
where Pr {R 2 < r, 
Following similar derivations above, we can obtain (12) .
Appendix B PROOF OF THEOREM 1
According to the definition of coverage probability, we can obtain ρ k,i = E r k,i P γ k,i > ε | r k,i = r>0 P γ k,i > ε | r k,i f r k,i (r)dr,
where P γ k,i > ε | r k,i is the coverage probability conditioning on the nearest k-th tier BS being at a distance r from the user. From equation (2) 
